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Indian first-mover believed in automatic taring

It was initially a coincidence that led to the success of the Kosan Crisplant tare reading vision unit installed in numerous filling sites all
over India. Originally, our customer intended to commission another system to overcome its challenges, but when that system failed
to deliver the needed results, the way was paved for Kosan Crisplant's revolutionary vision unit. Due to persistent improvements and
great teamwork, 33 vision units are now freeing up resources across Indian filling sites.

Automation boosts both safety and bottom line

Overfilled gas cylinders are potential safety hazards for both filling plant staff as well as
consumers. With observed error rates up to 50 per cent, manual tare encoding is a
common source of inaccurately filled gas cylinders. This poses a serious threat and the
natural solution is to eliminate the human factor by making the tare encoding process
entirely automatic. With a capacity beyond 4,500 cylinders per hour and a first time
recognition rate of 97%, Kosan Crisplant's fully automatic vision unit for taring and sorting
keeps errors at an absolute minimum.

Technical datasheet:
Vision unit for taring and
sorting of LPG cylinders

Can't get enough of the vision
unit?

Make sure you get the complete
overview of the unit's capabilities
by studying our technical
datasheet with all the information
you could possibly need
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Commercial presentation at the World LPG Forum

The vision unit theme of this newsletter is mirrored in our commercial presentation at this
year's World LPG Forum in Marrakech, Morocco given by Mr. Christian Fredberg. He will
be disclosing how you can boost both safety and your bottom line by implementing our
vision unit for automatic taring and sorting of LPG cylinders.

The presentation will be held at the Exceptional Energy stage on Wednesday, 4
October at 15.30-16.00 and we look forward to seeing you in the audience.

We will of course be there for the entire exhibition that runs from 3-5 October 2017 and
you can find Kosan Crisplant and MAKEEN Energy in booths 61-62-63.

Watch our super quick vision unit presentation teaser to see for yourself what all the fuss
is about.

concerning the vision unit.

Contact our sales department to
get ahold of the datasheet.
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